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REPORT
The Helenvale Recycling Initiative (HERI) project was launched on
6th July 2012 as an Office of the Premier - Priority Intervention
Project funded by the Premier of the Province of the Eastern
Cape, Honorable Noxolo Kiviet.
The Northern Areas Peoples Development Initiative’s mandate was to
implement this project to address chronic household waste dumping in
Helenvale resulting from of the failed wheelie-bin system and poor refuse
collection by the municipality and the consequences of household illegal
dumping on public open spaces. The HERI Challenge was an innovative
approach to engaging the community of Helenvale in an open and
transparent process aimed at encouraging group-level participatory
learning and action projects, with the overall objective of creating a
recycling consciousness and capacity within the residents of Helenvale
in Port Elizabeth. Launched under the theme of “Waste to Worth” the
HERI project had four key objectives:1. Engaging community through an innovative, marketable and
transparent process;
2. Promote positive community through learning and action
activities;
3. Promote of waste recycling as alternative to possible job creation;

“ACTION
LEARNING”
The HERI Challenge 2013
is an action-learning
process that is participative,
transparent and acts as a
catalyst for groups to

involve themselves in
activities whilst learning and
applying it within a timebound and positive
pressure situation

4. Develop enterprise skills in establishing social business through
recycling;
This report deals with one subset of activities planned under the
HERI Challenge process that focused on Promoting Positive
Community values through a process called Community Asset
Mapping (CAM). The CAM Report uses the Asset-Based Community
Development model (ABCD) as a participative framework and sets out
the key activities undertaken by participants to identify positive
community assets to be harnessed for possible opportunities for
collaboration and further action.
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INTRODUCTION
1. WHAT IS ASSET BASED COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT?
Definition
Asset-Based Community Development is a communication methodology that
utilizes the individual strengths and skills of citizens to build stronger communities
and establish sustainable development. Instead of focusing on solving a specific
problem, the ABCD approach focuses on applying individual local assets to
problems to create meaningful change. The development is solely communitydriven as opposed to being driven by external influences.
Created in the 1990's, communities around the world began using the Asset-Based
Community Development method. In synergy with other restructuring elements to
restore a community, the ABCD method has provided institutions with an approach
that is cheap, effective, and avoids personal dependence. Methodologies that
originate at the civic level can empower members of a community to action.
2. Process
The ABCD self-mobilization process has guidelines for achieving a strong level of
community-driven development. These guidelines assist the participant in
organizing a group as well as mapping the capacities of the community. Variations
of this process exist for the use of different NGOs.
Step 1: Collecting Stories
Conducting informal discussions and interviews can provide a forum for citizens to
express their experiences from past endeavors. This discussion has a dual effect;
not only does it reveal unrealized assets, but it also helps build confidence in a
person's personal abilities. This confidence will evoke the motivation to contribute to
the sustainable community development process.
Step 2: Organizing a Core Group
As the process of collecting stories continues, certain participants will be
distinguishable from the rest as leaders. These committed individuals may have
shown leadership aptitude in the past, or they may currently be in a position of
authority. Organizing the leaders of the group and compelling them to further explore
the assets of the community is of importance. These leaders will network and build
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relationships with other individuals in the community.

Step 3: Mapping Completely the Capacities and Assets of Individuals,
Associations, and Local Institutions
Mapping is an extensive process conducted by citizens themselves; the mapping
process helps participants learn more about the talents of other community members
and will identity links between different assets. Mapping is more complicated than
merely collecting data; a large part of the mapping process is in developing new
relationships amongst community members. During the mapping processes, one
should have an outline to ensure the following:
Identifying associations- These associations are the backbone of community action and are
essential as assets. The associations should be listed by type and those most likely to work
together for a common goal should be identified.
Identifying individual gifts, skills, and capacities- Every participant should feel as if their gift has
been realized and is appreciated. The capacities of each person is placed in categories such
as “community-building skills”, “teaching skills”, “artistic skills.” Other organizations may
choose to categorize by skills of the heart, head, and hand.
Identifying the assets of local institutions- Assets of institutions could be found in the services
they provide, the equipment they have, or the communication links they may provide.
Identifying physical assets and natural resources- Natural resources such as land, water, or
other resources should be identified as either privately managed or community owned and
managed.
Mapping the local economy- How does the economy work? What resources can be realized
for maximum community benefit? Could imported products be produced locally?
Step 4: Convening a Broad Representative Group to Build a Community Vision and Plan
In this step, the central organized theme is matched with different assets. The decisions should
be made by those identified as leaders in the earlier steps.
Step 5: Mobilizing Assets for Community Development
In this step, the processes are initiated as the community assets are mobilized. Further
associations are encouraged to engage those with similar interests. Looking for common
ground amongst participants and encouraging contribution is necessary.
Step 6: Leveraging Activities, Investments and Resources from Outside the Community
to Support Asset-Based, Locally Defined Development
Before external resources are tapped, all local resources must be utilized. This would put the
community in a position of strength for furthering the vision.
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HELENVALE CAM PROCESS
The Approach
The HERI Challenge selection process resulted in representatives from five different areas
(Die Gaat, Helenvale proper, Barcelona Ext. 3, Extension 12 and Extension 5) as separate
and distinct neighborhood in Helenvale, Ward 13.
It was also recognized that Helenvale has the highest levels of violent crime in the province
and at least twice as high in the metro as other areas. With over 25 000 residents, the area
has a very high level of household density of 10-15 people per home/property (primary and
informal residence) and owing to severe social problems with drug and substance abuse,
proliferation of organized gang and drug trade, high levels of reported petty crime, chronic
infrastructure underinvestment and high school drop-out levels amongst youth and low
educational attainment with only 9% of population has matric or high qualification) and with
an average 80% unemployment rate.

As such the project owners correctly assumed that although a microcosm of most failing
communities, that there are positives to come out of the area with HERI participants coming
through the selection process as an indicator, but that there was still high levels of mistrust,
age gap in terms of experience and low levels of insight within the areas owing to safety
concerns restricting movement.

The CAM was used as a catalyst for positive personal reflection and insight through the HERI
process and as such aimed to achieve the following:1. Provide participants with insight to their own community;
2. Gain skills in working within groups to compile and present finding;
3. Create positive relations amongst youth and the elderly in the community;
4. Identify positive and enabling assets within the community;
5. Consider leveraging these into possible opportunities;

The CAM process was also used to introduce and familiarize participants with the approach
and spanned only one day including a 3 hour ABCD introduction session facilitated by Ikhala
Trust’s Mrs. Bernie Dolley.
Owing to the focus of the HERI project around recycling, the limited aspects to the ABCD
model was done only as an exercise and therefore as a value-adding component that needs
to be incorporated as future reference to larger processes within the area depending
institutional support for greater community participation.
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STEP 1: COLLECTING STORIES
The 50 HERI Challenge team members were divided into 5 groups of 10 members. Armed
with writing pads and distinctive branding and information pamphlets, the groups had to selfmanage the collection of positive values, community stories in Helenvale and tracking and
identifying physical assets in the community.
In smaller teams of two each, the groups had a scribe and an interviewer going around the
homes of residents with a request to participate. The other team members (not scribing and
interviewing) walked around the entire community with street-level map to plot assets.
The teams collected over 100 such positive stories and these were written up in short
summaries by them. Each story has a richness and authenticity linking positive values within
the community to individuals, groups and places of historical value/importance and
contemporary interest.
The stories were then used to reflect on how the community is changing and to place these
into “special” project for future referral and tracking and possible publishing.

STEP 2: ORGANIZING A CORE GROUP
This process was centred around the HERI team being the Core Group of resident activists.
However in the classical sense, a group of leaders with mandate should ideally be convened
to drive this process forward. For the HERI project, the ABCD approach allow a crosssection of individuals and youth in particular to participate in this process normally attributed
to “leaders”.
The HERI process aimed to create leaders from the bottom and through investing in these
individuals we believe will influence the larger social system in Helenvale.

STEP 3: MAPPING COMPLETELY THE CAPACITIES AND ASSETS OF INDIVIDUALS,
ASSOCIATIONS, AND LOCAL INSTITUTIONS
A limited mapping exercise was completed with a focus on institutions, programmes,
individuals and physical places. See below for breakdown of these in table.

STEP 4: CONVENING A BROAD REPRESENTATIVE GROUP TO BUILD A
COMMUNITY VISION AND PLAN
This process was not a priority given the political situation in Helenvale over recent years.
As such the HERI process had no legitimacy to convene a broad representative group to
build a community vision and plan.
The proposed Nelson Mandela Bay Municipality initiated, Helenvale Urban Renewal
Programme (HURP) under the Safety and Peace through Urban Upgrade (SPUU) cofunded by the German Development Bank, Kfw, would the appropriate platform to consider
a more expansive process than the one undertaken by the HERI process.
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STEP 5: MOBILIZING ASSETS FOR COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
The HERI CAM and ABCD process has identified a number possible interventions that require
partnership and broader social systems participation. In the months after this process was
initiated, the formation of the HERI co-operatives (both primary and secondary, HEMCO),
contributed to this “mobilization” by leveraging its activity base and recycling focus onto
community-led initiatives. Even liabilities such as waste is now being turned into worth through
the HERI campaign. Specific examples of mobilizing community assets include:1. Schools at centre of community – Helenvale has three very well-run, but generally underresourced primary schools. They have played a continuing role in the promotion, education
and practice of recycling to further entrench mind-set change through parents and pupils;
2. Lobbying for cleaning – Known for its activist and strong protest culture, the municipality
has committed to a process of ward-based cleaning is being implemented with increasing
capital investment by instituting a regular weekly waste collection service;
3. Public Spaces – The process generated by this process has unlocked commitments to
transform public spaces currently seen as dumping sites in the community and as such a
positive statement by residents to claim their space;
4. Public Health – The community has reported various levels of increased awareness and
practice of better public health (personal hygiene) by residents. A fall-down in reported
health risks linked to children playing on dumpsites has freed up the local clinic to focus on
better quality of services needed by residents;
5. Unemployed youth – Now have an opportunity to be leveraged into the recycling activities
with the largely women-owned co-operatives and such play a vital role in generational and
gender balance;
There are more mobilization efforts identified that need continued support and resourcing. The
ABCD approach and the mapping of Helenvale’s Community Assets, represent a starting point
for citizen-led action and impact.
STEP 6: LEVERAGING ACTIVITIES, INVESTMENTS AND RESOURCES FROM OUTSIDE
THE COMMUNITY TO SUPPORT ASSET-BASED, LOCALLY DEFINED DEVELOPMENT
Through the secondary co-operative, Helenvale Empowerment Company (“Hemco”) the HERI
Co-operatives combined their efforts to focus on cleaning contract of illegal dump removal. In
this regard funding was secured via Request for Proposal from the Mandela Bay Development
Agency (MBDA) and a private sector funder to the tune of R560 000 including regular servicing
of eight waste bin removals in the area and limited rehabilitation of five key dumping sites into
community public facilities.
Other investment opportunities has been identified but need additional project management
capacity and unlocking of organizational skills. More of these projects and initiatives can be
located within the SPUU / HURP process.
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COMMMUNITY ASSET MAP
The below reference points were facilitated with the HERI members in unpacking their field-work
and formed the basis for the CAM process outcomes i.e. a breakdown of community assets both
physical and people. This section is broken into three sections namely Part 1 – Positive and
Realities; Part 2 Proposed Solutions and; Part 3 Community Asset Map Register.

PART 1 – POSITIVE AND NEGATIVES
1. POSITIVE PEOPLE ASSETS
Positive people assets deal with examples of organisations, individuals and or experiences
recognized through the exercise as fed back by the community.


Eyethu Peace Workers - Street patrol fight crime;



Helenvale has talented people and youth;



Mother gives her daughter a wedding from recycling money;



Gangster changes their lives to good in the community;



There are creative people in the community;



Recognise people like Oom Ronnie and Aunt Katie who runs a soup kitchen;



Someone who is nothing becomes something;



Churches get together and share information;



Pride in Helenvales Brass Band (Scouts);



Churches provide good input to the community;



Community involvement in plus/minus 10 soup kitchens;



The meaning of Helenvale is important – to promote hope;



Schools support the upgrading of Helenvale;



People in the community all stand together;



History of Helenvale needs to be contextualized. Where does come from?



Aunty Audrey Scheeper lives on vital air (dependent on breathing apparatus) and she
still supports the community by donating of her pension;



Valerie: She is a gifted community Herb doctor and provides medicine for asthma
diabetes, high blood pressure and epilepsy;

2. SOCIAL PROBLEMS
Key social challenges identified by the group include:
 Women and children abuse
 Drug and alcohol abuse
 Unemployment
 Lack of cultural activity and housing
 Education
 Disability
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The group felt that the most critical social challenges to Helenvale remains:
1. Unacceptable level of domestic violence
2. Unemployment generally within the community
3. Insufficient and inadequate housing and public infrastructure

3. NEGATIVE – COMPLAINTS RECORDED
The general comments listed below are linked to perception and experience of people about their
environment as recorded by the interviewees. Some represent opportunities for service delivery
improvements, others link to social challenges and or lack of basic communication to residents.


Bad quality of housing (RDP)



Favouritism with contractors and opportunities only to some people / families



Helenvale consists of unemployment, homeless people, high rates of HIV/ Aids and over
flow of dumping sites



Helenvale’s people are jealous of each other



Increasing in crime levels



Lack of access to safe facilities



Lack of employment opportunities promoted within the area



Not enough clinics – limited capacity (infrastructure) to service need



Past disappointments experienced with public life



People have a lack of self-believe and trust is low



People not working together in Helenvale



Burst water pipes – no service to fix it - waste a lot of water



Police needs to be more alert in the community



Residents are getting tired of bad publicity



Rustas go to the bush and collect medicine to sell to the community.



Sewerage problems and need facilities for 7 de Laan (Ext 12) – Bramlyn / Markman Rd.



The gangsters lead youth a bad impression



The local ward councilor must look at Helenvale and listen to the community.



People stand in the cold and the rain with their babies and elderly people at the clinics



The schools are far for Ext5 learners;



There is insufficient information on youth activities;



They are afraid to stand up for themselves;
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PART 2 PROPOSED SOLUTIONS
The following key proposed solutions were noted from the community following the process of
harnessing all feedback.
1. Education


Build more schools / facilities to improve schools and access to it;

2. Housing


Change two-room structure into four rooms in Helenvale;

3. Health


The clinic is a major concern (health is an issue here) – limited capacity;

4. Public Spaces & Facilities


Access to information and infrastructure;



Community residence need ground to make vegetable gardens;



Helenvale needs their own Internet facilities (internet café);



Helenvale wants their own radio station;



Lack of library facilities within the area;



More parks for children;



Sports fields will be welcomed in Helenvale (crime and substance abuse);



Street lights will improve use of public facilities;



The dumping site to be swopped with the rugby field (opposite Die Gaat);



They need help and huge skip bins in Ext 5;



Transformation of dumping areas into parks;

5. Social Services & Faith-based initiatives


Transformation is needed (prayer and more prayer);



The more team work will lead to success in Helenvale;



Things to be done about children that is less fortunate;



Sick old people that really need;
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PART 2 PROPOSED SOLUTIONS continued…
7. Safety & Security


Safety awareness for children;



More street lights to be added in key locations;



Drug dealers must be taken out of the community;



Mafia’s protect the people in the community;



Half-way house for desperate people;

8. Youth & Employment Opportunities


Job creation (projects)



More job opportunities for community



More skills development programmes



Young youth is unable to study due to financial issues



Youth employment to change mind set of becoming gangsters

PART 3 COMMUNITY ASSET MAP REGISTER
The Community Asset Map Register is a listing of the physical assets located within the
areas as identified and a cross-reference to the services and or value that resides within
that institution(s).
The exercise was facilitated day-long review by participants plotting the community assets
on a physical map and tabulated it on flipchart paper on open wall process with each group
presenting to the broader forum for additional comments.
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PART 3 COMMUNITY ASSET MAP REGISTER
GROUP 1: “THE VOICE”
The group focused on public buildings and venues for government services within the area
or with reasonable access for residents where community access public information and key
interaction points within the community. The group considered also the most effective means
of reaching residents through these public places and spaces.
Facility Name
1. SA Post office

Bldg
Asset
Yes

2. The Pharmacist
3. The Municipal clinic

Yes
Yes

4. Sassa
5. Home Affairs

Yes
Yes

6. Helenvale Resource
Centre
7. Ward Councilor
Office
8. Media

Yes

9. Schools

Yes

10. Political Parties

Yes

11. Printed material
12. Law Courts and
SAPS and city
morgue

No
Yes

13. Community
organisations

Yes
No

Service Provided
Accounts transfer of money
and speeds up with posting,
sorting and delivery of post
Provide medical information
Medical check-ups and
treatment, Information
regarding TB, HIV/ Aids
Social grants payment
Register of birth and death,
Identity docs and applications
Community events
Community issues, municipal
services
Print: Newspapers Die Son en
Die Burger, The Herald
Radio: Bay FM and Algoa FM
All Primary schools are 50
years old in 2013. School
notices and events
Access to information on
developments
Access to information
Legal and criminal centre for
justice administration and
community policing

Sectoral focus and issuesbase support

14. Municipal Waste
Services (Gail Rd)

Yes

Waste Department service
and advice centre for
community cleansing

15. Various Churches

Yes

Various churches providing
weekly information on
community/church activities
wedding/funerals and baptism

Important for receipt of
payment of funds

Passport information
and food parcels.
Access to government
services
Register for council
work programmes

Committee/Projects

Social mobilisation
Distributed to homes
Public Event support
and information
dissemination and
identification of
deceased
Provision of
information and civic
life
Information on
services from Public
Health / Waste
Services.
Also office for HURP
Training and
opportunities for youth
and discipline (boys
brigade and bands).
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Various

Special Notes

PART 3 COMMUNITY ASSET MAP REGISTER Continue…
GROUP 2: “HOPE FOR THE FUTURE”
This group focused on faith-based institutions within Helenvale. The area has an estimated
60 church and denominations within the 49 streets. The mainline churches with longstanding programmes have the most to offer in terms of leveraging assets. They are:Church Name
16. Universal
17. Wesleyan

Bldg
Asset
Yes
Yes

Social / Service Provided



Care-giver programme
Soup kitchen & social
work
Soup kitchen

18. Baptist Church

Yes



19. Christ the King

Yes



20. Faithful Ministries

Yes



Friday nights A.A
meetings
Soup kitchen

21. St Martin de
Porres
22. Muslim
23. Mary Geldenhuis

Yes




Food parcels,
Tuesday A.A meetings

Yes
Yes



Charity organization

24. New Apostolic

Yes



25. New Life P.S

Yes



Leadership and
community service
Give food to the poor

26. O.A.C: n
27. Rasta Community

Yes
No



Charity organisation

Special Notes

24/7 prayer service
offered
Summer and winter
camps for kids and
give presents and
cloths ect
Counselling services
Helenvale choir /
Personal
transformation
programmes
Counselling centres

Brigade for adults
Church Hall as
community venue
Counselling services

Herbal practitioners
and craftsman
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PART 3 COMMUNITY ASSET MAP REGISTER Continue…
GROUP 3: “PASSIE & AKSIE”
This group’s asset focus was on people / individuals within the community that
are doing specific work within the community and are not recognized and
rewarded for their commitment.
1. Pastor Gordon: Is a very good man, he has his own prayers at home and
looks at the people’s situation and he provides them with food parcels.
2. Mary Jack: She is church women who is concerned about the poor children
and she provides food such as soup, bread and food every Monday and
Thursday.
3. Auntie Joan: She helps the less fortunate with weddings, birthdays and
church things in the community and even outsiders that enter our community.
4. Morne & Howard (Anita Drive Ext 12): They dance at the Boardwalk and in
the streets and they get a donation from the Boardwalk because they attend
school.
5. Andre Goeda - Community Development Worker – COGTA: He supports
the schools, sports teams and he helps people with funerals it they are in
need.
6. Trevor Katton: Sponsors transport and contribute all the time at funeral
services.
7. Ronnie Jenniker: Helps in Ext 5 by giving food, clothes and blankets to the
less fortunate children. And myself (Veronica) also helps in the community
where she can.
8. Katie Draghoender: Rubs out babies, pregnant women and also delivers
babies.
9. Wardia and Sister: Sings at churches and functions.
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PART 3 COMMUNITY ASSET MAP REGISTER Continue…
GROUP 4: “HELENVALE CARE”
The group considered all available known sources of activities and or services performed by the
schools. As can be seen some schools offer generic things like Food schemes but very little integration
no skills programmes for the broader community. It is interesting to note that all Primary Schools in
Helenvale was founded in 1963, 50 years ago.
Beyond
Education What else do
schools
offer?
Physical
Assets
Skills
Programmes

Helenvale-based Schools – Asset Register
Gelvandale High

Helenvale
Primary

Bayview
Primary

Hillcrest
Primary

Boarding house
Sports fields

Sports fields

Sports fields

Sports fields

Woodwork

Computer
classes

N/A

N/A

Public
Venues /
Services

Community Hall

Volunteer corps

N/A

Hiring of school
premises for
functions

Sports &
Leisure

Major sports codes

Sports played at
schools

Gardening
lessons

Brain Habana
celebrity
endorsement

Social /
Cultural &
Arts

Music band

N/A

Cultural dancing

Sports played at
schools
Drama

Social functions

Singing

Music lessons
Health,
Nutrition &
Safety

Organisation for
Cancer services

Food scheme

Food scheme

Food scheme

General Medical
assistance

Traffic control

N/A

Welfare

Library

N/A

Wow- Spelling
Bee programme

Wow- Spelling
Bee programme

Home to street
patrol
Educational
Support

N/A

Gr. R classes
Social worker /
Learner support
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Wow- Spelling
Bee programme

KEY INSIGHTS FROM THE EXCERCISE

A Positive Participation Process
The Asset-based community development model is a worthy application of a trust
and participative process to enrich local insight and understanding. Participants,
especially the youth reported they had never understood parts of their community
quite like this and was enthused about what they have learnt. This tool and the
mapping of the areas is an important window for participants to see their world
different to the one the public knows and can be a powerful and transformative
process for the individuals concerned.

Stories are the heart of a community
The stories they have recorded is not for public consumption as yet but paints very
vibrant and colorful positive and affirming narrative within Helenvale worthy of
capitalizing on in terms of goodwill and positive role-modelling for future
generations. The individuals identified and worth programmes indicate
opportunities for recognizing excellence and leadership in the community, a
positive civic imperative for community-building.

Project Ideas-flow from the community
Projects identified and recommendations received from the community for the
basis of benchmarking urgent and emergent needs analysis for project creation
and is a vital source of confirming socio-economic data. The assets mapped as
part of this process would ideally needed a week of preparation with comparative
review of known socio-economic data from the area to spot the gaps.
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CONCLUSION
The community asset mapping exercise within the HERI project was not intended as a full process but
merely to expose participants a different and combined learning of their own homes, neighborhoods,
natural assets and people. In this the process we achieved significant milestones in team-building and
positive community values discussions. We believe this process has greater systemic potential and
could trigger new insights and practices that could transform the community.

As such we do not make any specific recommendation as we were not asked to make any and as such
this report reflects the body of work prepared by the participants and guided by the HERI Project team.

We look forward to your comments and questions and feel free to contact us on the details below.

WEBSITE: WWW.HELENVALE.ORG.ZA

CONTACT DETAILS

The NAPDI Trust
C/O The Chairman
Mr. Isaac Metembo
Registration Number: IT 80/201
131 Springbok Street
Gelvandale 6025

Neil Campher
Campher & Sebata Investments cc
Trading as CS Innovations
18 Elkana Street
Korsten 6020

Tel: 041 457 1422
Email: napditrustee@gmail.com

Mobile: 084 57 007 07
Email: campherneil@gmail.com
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